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Abstract: Clarified have been the formulations of fracture mechanics (FM) included in the present applied standards for welded 

structures (Eurocode 3, ЕN 13445, EN 13480). Considered have been the main criteria of fracture mechanics for analytical assessment of 
structural integrity against brittle fracture of the elastic-plastic materials, while special space has been devoted to the concepts of the 
“FAD” and the “Master-curve”. The opportunity has been shown to use the conventional toughness criterion, shock toughness as per 
Charpy-V, by means of correlation relationships with the FM criteria. 
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1. Introduction 
The structural integrity of a given weld joint depends primarily 

on the rational solution of its weldability, i.e. on the optimum 
combination of its three components: the correct selection of main 
materials (materials weldability) which, at smallest technological 
limitations as regards the welding process (process weldability), 
guarantee the secure operation of the welded structural component 
(safety weldability of the structural component).  The problem of 
weldability - quality, respectively, can only be aggregately solved 
in the phases of design, fabrication, and operation of welded 
products, as has been set in quality assurance standards, the       
БДС EN ISO 9000 [1] and БДС EN ISO 3834 [2]. Fracture 
mechanics (FM) offers a powerful analytical-and-experimental 
methodology of structural integrity assessment against fracture 
(brittle and tough-and-brittle) of the weld joints during their 
fabrication and in their operation. It is well known that the 
engineering foundations of FM have been laid in the second half of 
the ХХ century and are inextricably bound up with the problems of 
welded structure safety. Classical examples thereof are the 
catastrophes with the welded hulls of the ships “Liberty” (USA) 
during World War II, the bridges of the Albert channel (Belgium), 
the numerous failures of gas and petrol lines in the USSR, the USA, 
Italy, etc. [6], [7].  For the contemporary stage of technics, 
especially for its high responsibility regulated sectors, as nuclear 
technology, pressure vessels, the off-shore and ship structures, etc., 
the application of FM is inevitable [11], [13]. In this respect, most 
indicative is that for the first time in the latest versions of some 
applied (product) standards the postulates of FM are being used. 

In engineering circles in our country still some controversial 
opinions exist about the applicability of FM. Some of them are of 
an objective nature, for instance that higher engineering 
qualifications are needed for conducting analytical assessments, as 
well as more expensive instrumental equipment for testing 
mechanical parameters of the materials with the methods of FM 
(FM-parameters). In many cases, however, the negative attitudes 
are due to inadequate knowledge of the present opportunities for 
practical application of FM methods, which is also the subject of 
this article.  

 

2. Formulation and Discussion 

2.1 How Are the FM Formulations Included 
in Present Applied Standards? 

Some of the present applications of the assessment of structural 
integrity in FM have been developed in the 90-es of the previous 
century and verified to an “implementation in practice” level as a 
constituent part of strength assessments set in steel structure 
standards Eurocode 3/EN 1993-1-10 [3], such for unfired pressure 
vessels  EN 13445 [4] and pipelines EN 13480 [5].  

The EN 13445 Standard 

It contains a formulation of FM in Part 2: “Materials”, in the 
informative Annex В “Requirements for Prevention of Brittle 
Fracture at Low Temperatures”, respectively. The concept of the 
standard is reduced to the opportunity one of the following three 
methods to be used independently:  

According to method 1 “Code of Practice”, based on the 
practical tests of FM, the requirements are based on the definition 
TR = T27J, i.e. the reference temperature TR needed for designing is 
actually the temperature T27J of testing the material by means of the 
Charpy-V-notch tests at which the Charpy impact energy KV is 
equal to 27 J.  

According to method 2 “Flexible Method”, the selection of 
steel is based on FM. This method is applied for a broader range of 
structural thicknesses and operational temperatures, in comparison 
with method 1, while it is not compulsory TR to be equal to T27J. 
The necessary reference temperature TR is read from respective 
diagrams depending on the reference thickness eB (determined from 
tables), on the steel grade, and on KV≥ 27J. 

Method 3 “Fracture Mechanics Analysis” applies FM directly 
in the following cases: 
− with materials not included in the harmonized European 

Standards; 
− with low temperature applications, when the requirements of 

methods 1 and 2 cannot be met; 
− when during non-destructive testing (for instance RT and UT) 

flaw spots have been found with dimensions exceeding the 
admissible values determined by EN 13445-5:2009; 

− when materials are proposed with thicknesses exceeding the 
admissible dimensions for low temperatures. 

For the analysis of FM, the producer may use the limiting 
conditions, proposed by the standard concerning the dimensions of 
the control flaw and the stress condition around it.  

In fact, the three material selection methods indicated in        
EN 13445-2:2009 give the opportunity:   
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 after the “Charpy impact energy KV” criterion to make a table-
aided selection of appropriate material (method 1 and      
method 2) based on the FM structural integrity concept; 

 the FM analysis of structural integrity at limit conditions found 
to be directly used; analogical is the approach in the ЕN 13480 
standard. 

The EN 1993-1-10 Standard (Eurocode 3) 

The prevention of brittle fracture in designing support steel 
structures according to Eurocode 3 also consists in the appropriate 
selection of material. At that, the selection consists in applying the 
FM concept of structural integrity envisaging the determination of 
the minimum operational temperature TRd, at which the loading can 
be taken, expressed through the transition temperature Т27J. The 
structural integrity assessment is considered verified if the 
following condition is fulfilled: 

(1) Тed ≥ TRd ,  

where the impact temperature Тed  is determined as a sum of several 
temperature components accounting for the impact of factors 
reducing the material toughness, i.e. increasing the transition 
temperature Т27J . 

Proceeding from the modified Sanz-correlation, the resistance 
of the structural part is determined in the form of the lowest 
temperature TRd 

(2)     TRd= T100 = (T27J – 18) + ΔT27J,  

where T100 is the temperature at which the “fracture toughness”  
(FM-parameter) assumes its minimum admissible value of 100 
МРа.m1/2, and ΔT27J is a component accounting for the non-
homogeneous toughness of the material, times its thickness.  

Finally, the Eurocode 3 methodology allows from a table the 
maximum admissible thickness of the structural component to be 
determined, depending on: the steel grade and the steel sub grade, 
the maximum stress level σеd (as a percentage part of the yield 
strength fy), the reference temperature Тed  and the temperatures T27J, 
T30J  and T40J, respectively (table 1). 

It is evident that in the present applied standards the main 
formulations of FM have been included in ready user form, without 
revealing the individual details of the structural integrity concept. 
The latter, however, are necessary, especially when the use of 
method 3 is imperative. 

Table 1: Maximum Admissible Thickness of the Structural Component (mm)according to БДС EN 1993-1-1 

2.2 What Is the Essence of the Structural Integrity 
Against Brittle Fracture Concept of FM? 
The essence of this concept is reduced to determining the 

quantitative connection between loading (static, dynamic/shock, or 
cyclical), the dimensions of a given crack and the material 
parameter defined as resistance against the introduction and 
development of the crack.  

With the availability of such interconnection, it would be 
possible to determine the critical dimensions of a given flaw, the 
critical stress, respectively, leading to fracture, or the necessary 
toughness of the material guaranteeing non-fracture. Most 
generally, necessary are at least two of the three input values (flaw 
size, toughness, and stress) to determine the third value. As is 
familiar, the “non-fracture” condition is given by linear-elastic 
fracture mechanics (LFM), by means of the expressions:  

(3)  KIc>KI= σ × 𝑌(𝑎,𝐺𝑒𝑜) × √π × 𝑎     ⇔  ac ≥ 1
𝑌2(𝑎𝑐,𝐺𝑒𝑜) x �𝐾𝐼𝑐

𝜎
�
2
 

where КI is the linear elastic stress intensity factor (in МРа.m1/2); 
KIc - critical linear elastic stress intensity factor ≡ fracture 

toughness (material criterion); σ - loading stress (accounts for the 
rated stress condition); Y(a,Geo) - geometric function (accounting 
for the configuration of the crack-shaped flaw and the geometry of 
the structural component); а - characteristic crack length; ас - 
critical crack length determining the moment of its unstable spread.   

According to FM, the assessment against fracture, as generally 
required in every strength assessment, is reduced to comparing the 
loading (S) and the material resistance (Rmat), where three cases are 
distinguished: 

S – Rmat < 0  admissible loading (non-fracture,      
structural   integrity) 

S – Rmat = 0      limit case 
S – Rmat > 0       inadmissible (failure, fracture). 

The material resistance Rmat is represented by the fracture 
toughness КIc , and the loading, S, by the intensity of the stress 
condition at the crack tip КI, respectively. A large number of 
geometric functions Y (a, Geo) have been developed for various 
shapes of structural components and cracks, that are relatively 
easily applicable in practice [15], [16]. The use of LFM, however, 
is quite limited, since very few metal materials behave linear-
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elastically. An exception is made by the high strength spring steels, 
the high strength cast irons, and some dispersedly strengthened 
non-ferrous alloys. On the other hand, the development of 
geometrical functions for cases lying beyond the scope of LFM, i.e. 
in the non-linear fracture mechanics (NFM) realm, is very complex 
and time consuming.  

Therefore, for the materials having elastic-plastic behavior, 
other criteria for defining the condition around the crack tip have 
been created. These are the so-called J-integral and CTOD (Crack 
Tip Opening Displacement). The J-integral (in Nm/m2) is an energy 
based value determining the summary local plastic energy around 
the tip of the crack at certain intensity of the stresses. CTOD (δ) (in 
mm) is a physical criterion by which the opening of the crack at its 
tip is defined. The critical values of these two criteria, Jc and δc, 
respectively, serve as indicators of the elastic-plastic resistance for 
the material. Thus, for instance, for weld joints of high strength 
steel 10Г2САФ (corresponds to 10MnSiVN8-4), values for δc  from 
0.10 to 0.17 mm have been obtained [8]. 

So that the available geometric functions of LFM can be used 
for the needs of NFM, correction functions are introduced. 
Meanwhile, this has lead to the development of the diagram most 
often used in engineering practice: the so-called FAD (Failure-
Assessment-Diagram) also called “2-criterion procedure” or „R6-
method”, created within the framework of a large European 
network project, “FITNET” [9] ( Fig.1).  

 
Fig.1 Schematic presentation of a FAD with a KrG limit curve 

In the diagram, a failure limit function (curve) is plotted, 
simultaneously controlled by the strength and toughness material 
behavior. A given product is assumed to be secure, if the resulting 
loading pair (Lr, Kr) is located under the limit curve KrG(Lr). On the 
X-axis (abscissa), the rated loading is plotted or the so called 
loading factor - the ratio of applied load to yield or proof load 
Lr=F/FY, where F is the actual load, and FY is the yield limit load. 
The loading factor on the Y-axis (ordinate) is in itself the ratio at 
the crack tip Kr=KI /Kmat, where KI is the linear elastic stress 
intensity factor at the crack tip, and Kmat is the fracture toughness of 
the material. In the “admissible” area, the available crack is not 
critical (it is safe), the selfsame grows stably under cyclical loading, 
respectively. The limit function KrG(Lr)  is defined by the following 
equation: 

(4)       KrG(Lr) = (1 – 0.14.Lr
2).(0.3 + 0.7.𝑒−0.65.𝐿𝑟6) 

In conformity with the FAD, the assessment equation for the   
“non-fracture” case, reads:  

(5)       KrG(Lr) ≥ КI /Kmat 

For Lr max , an additional limit value is introduced depending on 
the material, by means of which the ductiliy displacements in the 
area of the crack are limited: 

(6)      Lr max ≥ σref /σY = F/FY 

where σref is the reference stress in the crack plane that accounts for 
the cross section of the support part reduced by it; σY is the current 
material yield strength in the area of the crack while in a number of 
cases it is assumed to be equal to (Re+ Rm)/2. 

The thermal stresses and the stresses caused by the production 
technology are accounted for when calculating КI. Provided that the 

crack stability of the material Kmat is familiar, the “non-fracture” 
condition (3) and (5) may be presented in the following manner: 

(7)     KrG(Lr) ≥ 𝑌(𝑎,𝐺𝑒𝑜).𝜎.√𝑎.𝜋
𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑡

 

Since the material resistance Kmat of the weld joint depends, 
together with the other factors, also on the additive material and the 
linear welding energy, it is evident that with this methodology the 
opportunities for optimizing the conditions for security of welded 
products increase considerably. The most significant advantage of 
the FAD approach is that it allows the assessment of cracks beyond 
the action sphere of LFM. By means of the accurate and relatively 
easy for application analytical К-solutions of LFM (the 
conventional geometric functions) elastic-plastic materials can be 
analyzed too [15], [10]. For that purpose, the given К-solution 
undergoes additional correction for elastic-plastic behavior of the 
material which is reduced to increasing the intensity of stresses in 
front of the crack tip  (for instance, for S235 steel it increases by 
about 15%). The physical sense of the correction is that the linear 
elastic stress intensity factor already depends not only on the 
magnitude of stresses but also on the energy spent for deforming 
the material in the vicinity of the crack tip.  The FAD has been 
verified by practice and represents a comparatively easily 
applicable calculation methodology. 

  
Fig.2 ”FAD” with calculated values of the limit condition (the points 

lying on the KrG curve) and of the safety condition (the points 
lying under the limit curve) 

As an example, on fig. 2, through the FAD, the results of the 
calculations of the stress stability of two subjected to equal internal 
pressure pipes of S275NL and S690QL steels with thicknesses of 
50 mm and 20 mm, respectively, and with availability of surface 
cracks in the longitudinal seam having various sizes (а: crack depth 
and 2с: crack length), are indicated. 

For the determination of Kmat , on principle the following 
opportunities exist:  testing by means of the standardized 
experimental methods of FM;  use of ready literature data;         
 application of the “Master-curve” procedure, while using the 
minimum values of the material mechanical parameters from the 
technical conditions of the procurement.  

 
Fig.3 Probability plotting of the Master-curve as per Zerbst [18] 

The “Master-curve” concept developed by Wallin [14] is a 
very strong tool for applying FM in evaluating the structural 
integrity of welded structures of ferrite steels with yield strength 
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between 275 and 825 МРа: carbon, non-alloy, and alloy steels with 
the typical structures of: bainite, tempered bainite, tempered 
martensite, and ferrite-perlite. It represents a statistical assessment 
procedure of the “fracture toughness – temperature” function which 
treats the fracture mode of the material: brittle and/or tough-brittle. 
The probability of brittle fracture is determined by the material 
value of “Т0 reference temperature” (temperature at which the 
fracture toughness is equal to 100 МРа.m1/2), (Fig.3). This 
temperature may be determined by testing a relatively small 
number of FM samples for which a defined level of stable crack 
development is assumed.   

The procedure for determining Т0 is standard and has been 
described in [9]. The probability failure Pf follows the tri-
parametrical Weibull distribution, where K0 is a scaling parameter 
corresponding to KJc at failure probability of Pf = 63.2%, and KJc is 
the critical fracture toughness determined for the case of planar 
deformation condition, by means of the J-integral. The temperature 
dependency of the Master-curve is assigned by the median value of 
the fracture toughness KJc,med  ≡ 𝐾�m, corresponding to Pf = 50% 
failure probability: 

(8)      KJc, med = 30 + 70.exp[0.019. (T – T0)] 

From here, the relationship follows for determining the 
reference temperature Т0 : 

(9)     T0 (or Т100) = T - � 1
0.019

� . 𝑙𝑛 �𝐾𝐽𝑐,𝑚𝑒𝑑 − 30
70

�  

Where Т0 (in 0С) refers to the median value of the fracture 
toughness of 100 МРаm1/2; Т - the testing temperature. 

Since the probability of fracture occurrence depends to a 
considerable degree on the thickness of the samples used in testing, 
then the obtained values of the fracture toughness from differing in 
thickness samples KJc(B) must be standardized in relation to a 
reference sample having a thickness of В0 = 25,4 mm. In this 
manner, in the analysis it is possible to include also samples with 
thicknesses smaller than the natural size of the structural part.  

(10)     KJc (Bo) = Kmin+ (KJc (B) –Kmin).[B/B0] ¼                              

On Fig.4, an exemplary Master-curve has been shown, for the 
S355, S460, S690 and S890 steels, obtained by Langenberg [14]. It 
is evident that with the increase of temperature, i.e. by moving 
away from the lower plateau (the brittle condition of the metal) the 
dispersion of results for KJc increases.  

 
Fig.4 “Master-curve” [14] 

The obtained results for Kmat with the aid of the Master-curve 
concept are used directly for assessment of the structural integrity 
after the two-criterion method of “FAD”. In a number of cases, 
however, no FM data are available for steels but only the Charpy 
impact energy (KV) at impact loading as per Charpy-V. The 
Charpy-V test has been developed more than 100 years ago and is 
the engineering testing method with the most experience 
accumulated. Unfortunately, its results are more of a qualitative, 
and not quantitative nature, since the registered Charpy impact 
energy is of an integral nature. This means that in Charpy-V testing 
the phases of initiation, development, and stoppage of the crack are 
distinguished. Its characteristic criteria are the transition 

temperature, for instance Т27J, T41J or the toughness in the lower 
plateau.  

These considerations are at the base of the further development 
of the “Master-curve” concept looking for a correlation between 
the criteria of transitional behavior of steels established through FM 
(Т100МРа) and through the conventional method of testing,    
Charpy-V (Т27,  Т41 , resp.): 

(11) Т100 МРа = T27J  – 18 0C 

(12)Т100 МРа = T41J  – 24 0C 

With the help of this correlation, it is possible the transition 
temperature found by the Charpy-V samples to be transformed into 
the analogical criterion Т100 МРа of FM. Thus the results of testing 
the impact toughness as per Charpy-V may be applied in the 
assessment of the structural integrity of the weld joints against 
brittle fracture by means of the “Master-curve” and the “FAD”. In 
its essence, this concept has been set in the formulations for 
security against brittle fracture of the standards Eurocode 3,        
ЕN 13345 and ЕN 13480. 

On Fig.5, an example has been given for graphically expressed 
correlation for steels and their weld joints from Fig.4.  

 
Fig.5 Correlation T100 MPa-T27J as per Langenberg for S355, S460, 

S6990, S890 steels [14] 

Essential is also the role of FM for forecasting the life span 
(the safety resource) with cyclical loading of the weld joints in the 
cases when at a given moment t0  a crack with ао (5 mm) size has 
been found, and which is growing stably (Fig.6). 

 
Fig.6 Curve of stable growth of the crack with plotted inspection intervals 

for maintaining the safety resource 

After calculating the critical length of the crack аcrit. (30 mm), it 
is possible to determine also the residual resource of time for safe 
operation tend i.e. the remaining number of loading cycles N until 
reaching the critical size of the crack ac. According to the law of 
Paris , these are determined [15] by the formula: 

(13)       𝑁 =  1
𝑐(∆𝜎)2 𝜋𝑌(𝑎,𝐺𝑒𝑜)

𝑙𝑛 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
𝑎𝑜

 

where Δσ is the characteristic value of stress range with cyclical 
loading;  с - a constant  (for instance 6,04.10-14). 
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It is expedient, the time resource tend to be subdivided into 
inspection intervals for maintaining security, for instance t1 and t2, 
while being based on the presumption that if, after the expiry of the 
first interval, it has not been possible, for one reason or another, to 
establish the change in the length of the crack, then after the expiry 
of the second interval too still the critical length of the crack will 
not have been reached [14]. In this manner, an interval Δtγ is 
reserved in advance, within which all permitted inaccuracies and 
unforeseen circumstances may be covered, both regarding the 
registration and monitoring of the crack, as well as of the analytical 
assessments (calculations). 

 

3. Conclusion 
The FM postulates may on principle be applied in the following 

fields of welding:  

-  selection, optimization, and creation of main and additive 
materials; 

-  strength assessment (designing) of structures with the assumption 
of crack availability. The admissible stress in this case is 
determined by means of the fracture toughness;  

-  additional dimensioning of already designed and fabricated 
welded products with registered crack-shaped flaws. In this case, 
the critical magnitude of the flaw is determined; 

-  analysis of occurred failures of welded structures and the ensuing 
prevention measures for avoiding future failures.  

Currently, in world practice, the “FAD” concept has won 
recognition, designated for elastic-plastic materials, for instance the 
structural weldable steels. It is being served by the so-called 
“Master-curve” by which the necessary FM-parameters of the 
material are determined. Besides these, also the conventional 
parameter of material toughness - “Charpy impact energy KV”, 
determined by the Charpy-V test, confirmed in practice since many 
years, may be used.  

For the successful application in engineering practice of the FM 
methodological apparatus that has been envisaged in the present 
applied European standards (Eurocode 3, EN 13445, EN 13480, 
etc.) it would be appropriate to broaden the specialized training on 
fracture mechanics (for instance within the Master’s degree level) 
in the technical universities in our country, in first place for the 
civil and mechanical engineering specialties. 
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